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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the product of two EP matrices 
to be EP. Some special cases are considered. 0 Ekeuier Science Inc., 1997 
1. THE PRODUCT OF EP MATRICES 
A problem that has been open for over twenty-five years is when the 
product of two EP matrices is again EP [l, p. 981. In this note we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a product of two n X n complex EP 
matrices to be EP. 
Throughout this note all matrices will be complex, and we denote rank, 
nullity, ranges, rowspaces, and right nullspaces by r(e), v(*), R(e), RS(*), and 
N(e), respectively. 
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We remind the reader that a matrix is called EP if R(A) = RCA*) and 
that the group inverse A # of A exists exactly when r(A) = r( A’). Familiar- 
ity is assumed with the rudimentary properties of EP and group matrices as 
discussed in [l] and [2]. 
We start with several preliminary results that will be used in our proof. 
LEMMA 1. 
[ 1 G z is EP if A and D are EP and B = DXA for some X. 
Proof. First assume that i g is EP. Then 
[ 1 
is also EP, so [4, Corollary 41 implies that A and D are EP. Corollary 1 of [4] 
implies that R( BA+) c R(D) and B(Z - AA+) = 0, and hence B = BA+A 
= DXA for some X. 
The converse is a straightforward computation. ??
We next have 
LEMMA 2. 
Proof. Suppose that 
Then 
AL! 
_Z= 
[ 1 0 ’ where DXAu_ + DC = 0, 
for some u and c. Thus 
(1) 
_zE R(A) [ I 0 . 
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Conversely, any vector of the form 
can be expressed as 
[:]=[A $zAE] 
and is in R 
To relate 3 the intersections of spaces we recall 
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??
LEMMA 3. For any A, B E C,IXn, 
r(AB) = r(B) - dim[N(A) I? R(B)]. (2) 
Proof. See [3, p. 691 or [5, p. 2761. ??
Using the fact that RS(P) c RS(Q) w N(Q) C N(P), we also have 
LEMMA 4. 
N(A) +N(B) cN(AB) = RS( AR) c RS( A) n RS( B). (3) 
Proc$. This is well known. W 
Lastly we have the following. 
LEMMA 5. ZfA# exists, then 
r( AB) > dim[ R( A) r~ R(B)] , (4) 
v( BA) < dim[ N( A) + N(B)]. (5) 
Zf A# and B # both exist, then 
t-(AB) 2 max(n - dim[N(A) + N(B)],dim[R(A) IT R(B)]). (6) 
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Proof. If V = Vi @ V, is a direct sum decomposition and W c V is a 
subspace of V, then 
V 3 (w n v,) a3 (w n v,) 
is a direct sum. Hence 
dim W & dim(W n V,) + dim(W n V,). 
Taking advantage of the fact that A# exists, so C” = R(A) @ N(A), we take 
as special cases: 
(i) V = C”, W = R(B), V, = R(A), and V, = N(A); 
ii) V = C”, W = N(B), Vi = R(A), and V, = N(A). 
(i): This shows that 
r(B) > dim[R(B) n R(A)] + dim[R(B) n N(A)], 
which, with the aid of Lemma 3, gives the desired result. 
(ii): Taking dimensions shows that 
v(B) > dim[N(B) n R(A)] + dim[N(B) fl N(A)]. 
Using Lemma 3 and the dimension formula, we arrive at 
v(B) &r(A) - r(BA) + v(B) + v(A) - dim[N(A) + N(B)], 
from which the result follows. 
If, additionally, B# exists, then (5) implies that n - r( AB) < dim[N(B) 
+ N( A)], so that (6) follows. ??
We may at once conclude 
COROLLARY 1. Zf RS( AB) c RS( A) and Z?# exists, then 
RS( AR) = RS( A) n RS( B). (7) 
Proof. From Lemma 4 we have N(A) + N(B) C N( AB), while Lemma 
5, with A and B interchanged, shows that dim[N( A) + N(B)] > dim N( AB) 
and thus we have equality. This, in turn, yields (7). ??
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We are now ready for our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B E CnX,, be EP. Then the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) R( AB) = R(A) f~ R(B) and RS( AB) = RS( A) fl RS( B). 
(ii) R(AB) c R(B) and RS(AB) C R(A). 
(iii) AB is EP. 
Proof. (9 = (ii) is clear. 
(ii) * (iii): Since A” and I?# exist, Corollary 1 applies to give RS( AB) = 
RS( A) n RS(B). Next we note that RS[( AS)*] = RS(B*A*) C RS( A*) = 
RS( A), since A is EP, while R( AB) C R(B) implies that RS[( AB)*] C 
RS(B*) = RS(B), since B is EP. Combining these, we arrive at 
RS[( AB)*] c RS( A) n RS( B) = RS( AS), 
which guarantees that AB is EP. 
(iii) * (i): Assume that A, B, and AB are EP. Without loss of generality, 
let 
A.= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 0 
and B= 
where U is invertible. Hence 
AB= [‘;’ ‘:I, 
so UB, must vanish, since AB is EP. Then B, = 0, and consequently it 
follows from Lemma 1 that B, and B, are EP and that B, = B,XB, for 
some X. Also, AB EP implies that UB, is EP. 
Now 
R(A) nR(B) =R 
([:I) nB([B4:Bz :J). 
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and thus Lemma 2 applies, so we may conclude that 
R(A) nR(B) =R . 
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Lastly, as both B, and UB, are EP, we see that R(B,) = R(Bf) = fi(B:‘U*) 
= NUB,); hence 
R(A) nR(B) =R = R( AB). 
Starting this, we may further conclude RS( A) n RS( B) = RS( AB), complet- 
ing the proof. W 
A stronger sufficient condition is the following. 
COHOLLARY 2. i=f A, B E c,, x ,, are EP and CAB)+= A’B+, then AB is 
EP. 
Proof. If ( AB)+= A+B+, then R(AB) = R[(AB)+*] = R[(A+B’)*I 
c R(B). By symmetry it follows that RS( AB) C R(A). Theorem I now 
applies. ??
It should be noted that the converse is false, as seen from the example 
A= [I H !] and B=[i % 81. 
0 1 0 
Then AB = 1 2 0 , and A, B, and AB are EP. However, 
I 1 0 0 0 
(AB)+=[-; 8 !I+[; -8 i] 
= [; i b)l[s -; !]=A+,+. 
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